We present a new results on the dynamical modelling of cluster formation with the new combined PHQMD+FRIGA model at Nuclotron and NICA energies. The FRIGA clusterisation algorithm, which can be applied to the n-body transport approaches, is based on the simulated annealing technique to obtain the most bound configuration of fragments and nucleons. The PHQMD+FRIGA model is able to predict isotope yields as well as hyper-nucleus production.
Introduction
Heavy-ion collisions provide the unique possibility to create and investigate hot and dense matter in the laboratory. At the initial stage of the reaction a QGP is formed, while the final stage is driven by the hadronization process and the formation of clusters.
The capture of the produced hyperons by clusters of nucleons leads to the hypernuclei formation which is a very rare process at strangeness threshold energies.
As we know from the data, at 3 A.GeV even in central collisions almost 20% of the baryons are bound in the clusters [1] . If we do not describe the dynamical formation of fragments we cannot properly describe the nucleon observables like 1, 2, transverse momentum spectra, and we cannot explore the new physics opportunities like hyper-nucleus formation, 1-st order phase transition, fragment formation at midrapidity (RHIC, LHC).
Modelling the clusters formation is a complicated problem, and therefore many present microscopic approaches fail to describe fragments at NICA/FAIR (and higher) energies. 
PHQMD+FRIGA model
The simplest way to identify cluster is by the coalescence or a minimum spanning tree procedure. The first needs a multitude of free parameters, the second can be used only for an identification at the end of the reaction which excludes any study on the physical origin [2] .
If one wants to identify fragments early, when the reaction still going on, one has to use momentum and the coordinate space information. This idea was launched by Dorso et al. [3] and it has been developed into the Simulated Annealing Clusterisation Algorithm (SACA) [4] .
In our studies we are using "Fragment Recognition In General Application" (FRIGA) [5] , an improved version of SACA, within the Parton-Hadron Quantum Molecular Dynamics (PHQMD) model, which is is a non-equilibrium microscopic transport model which describes n-body dynamics based on QMD [6] propagation with collision integrals from PHSD [7] .
The "Fragment Recognition In General Application" algorithm consists of the following steps: at first the algorithm takes the positions and momenta of all nucleons at time t to determine clusters within a phase space coalescence approach using the Minimum Spanning Tree technique (MST). In second step, the MST clusters and individual particles are recombined in all possible ways into fragments or left as single nucleons, such as to choose that configuration which has the highest binding energy. This procedure is repeated many times (within a Metropolis procedure) and it automatically leads to the most bound configuration.
Clusters chosen that way at early times are the pre-fragments of the final state clusters, because fragments are not a random collection of nucleons at the end but the initial-final state correlations. 
Model predictions

Conclusion
The PHQMD+FRIGA model can produce clusters and hypernuclei and reproduce exper- 
